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Abstract: The main objective of the majority of research in Digital Image Watermarking technique is to improve the 

robustness of attacks.In this paper, a new algorithm has been proposed based on Discrete Wavelet Transform, Discrete 

Cosine Transformation in association with Singular Value Decomposition for embedding the dual watermark which 

provides an efficient copyright protection.Here the primary watermark is embedded into the secondary watermark and the 

resultant image is used as a watermark for the host or cover image. The primary and secondary watermarks are retrieved 

back by using an efficient watermark retrieving algorithm. During the processes of embedding the scaling factor is varied to 

improve the quality of watermarked image. In this proposed algorithm the watermarked image is extracted back with same 

quality, high peak signal to noise ratio and normalized correlation coefficients. The quality of the extracted watermarks is 

authenticated using Peak Signal to Noise Ratio and Normalized Correlation Coefficient. Compared with previous methods 

the proposed algorithm has a significantly higher robustness against various geometrical and removal attacks.Nearly 28 

attacks like Cropping, Rotating at various angles, Sharpening, Motion Blur, rescaling, resizing and adding noise like Salt 

and Pepper noise, Gaussian noise, Spackle noise, filters like average filter, median filters are attempted. Even after 

attempted all such attacks both the watermarks are retrieved back with the same quality and high normalized correlation 

coefficient. 

Keywords: Discrete Wavelet Transform (DWT), Discrete Cosine Transform (DCT), Singular Value Decomposition (SVD), 

Peak Signal to Noise Ratio (PSNR), Normalized Correlation (NC) 

 

1. Introduction 

In many applications like military image database, 

confidential video conferences, personal online photographs 

and medical imaging are stored as well as transmitted 

through internet and multimedia. The recent proliferations 

are copying data illegally, tampering and copyright 

protection in internet and multimedia. To protect the 

copyrights of such digital multimedia contents a standard 

elucidation is required.Digital image watermarking is one 

of the emerged solutions for protecting such multimedia 

contents [1].An effective Image watermarking has to meet 

the basic requirements of robustness, embedding capacity, 

visual imperceptibility and uniqueness for copyright 

protection, content archiving, meta-data insertion, broadcast 

monitoring, tamper detection and digital fingerprinting [2, 

3]. Generally the image watermarking techniques are 

classified as spatial domain watermarking techniques and 

frequency domain watermarking techniques.Spatial domain 

techniques are economical and easy to implement where the 

watermarks are directly inserted by simply varying the pixel 

values of the cover image. Hence it can be easily affected 

by an assortment of attacks. Where as in frequency domain 

techniques, the spatial domain information is converted into 

frequency domain coefficients by using the transformation 
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techniques like Discrete Fourier Transform (DFT), Discrete 

Cosine Transform (DCT), Discrete Wavelet Transform 

(DWT) and Singular Value Decomposition (SVD). These 

methods provide higher image imperceptibility and 

robustness [4, 5]. 

Robustness are further divided into two categories: Robust 

and fragile watermarking. Robust watermarking is used to 

measure the ability of the watermark to resist common image 

processing operations like cropping, scaling, filtering, 

additive noise and JPEG compression too provides 

ownership claims. Whereas fragile watermarking is used to 

authenticate multimedia content which is to identify and 

report all feasible tampering in the watermarked digital 

media [6]. Many research works show that combining two 

are more transformation techniques to improve the quality of 

the watermark. The concept this is while combining various 

techniques the drawbacks of one is compensated by other. 

Sticking to the idea, the transformation techniques DWT, 

DCT and SVD are combined to develop an efficient 

embedding algorithm.  

The concept of dual watermarking increases the security 

of the watermark further yet it provides a reliable solution 

to two foremost security concerns: information recovery 

and ownership identification.Any granular user defined 

crucial information may be used as a primary watermark. In 

order to resolve ownership authentication any secured 

attribute like fingerprint or secret keys only known to the 

owner can be used as secondary watermark. The primary 

watermark is embedded into the secondary watermark and 

the resultant image is used as a watermark for the host or 

cover image by using improved DWT, DCT and SVD 

embedding algorithm. The primary and secondary 

watermarks are retrieved back by using an efficient 

watermark retrieving algorithm. 

2. Preliminaries 

2.1. Discrete Wavelet Transform (DWT) 

Due to the good energy compaction property of wavelet 

transform,it becomes an important tool in image processing 

and watermarking. Many research works in this field brought 

out numerous algorithms to produce efficient wavelets. The 

DWT separates an image into four parts, lower resolution 

approximation component (LL) is acquired by low pass 

filtering both rows and columns and contains a rough 

portrayal of an image, diagonal (HH) component contains a 

high frequency component along the diagonals. Horizontal 

(HL) and Vertical (LH) is mid frequencies obtained by low 

pass filtering in one direction and high pass filtering in 

another direction. The large amount of energy is concentrated 

in LL sub bands and so embedding in the LL sub band 

increases the robustness of the watermark significantly. 

Hence, in this algorithm LL is chosen for embedding process 

[8, 9]. 

2.2. Discrete Cosine Transform (DCT) 

DCT is one of the most fascinating linear transformation 

techniques in signal and image processing. The DCT embeds 

the watermark in perceptually significant segment of the image 

is more advantageous because the compression algorithm only 

removes the insignificant segment of the image. DCT is 

mainly preferred because it has semantically meaningful 

watermark pattern, good perceptual invisibility, adequate 

robustness, reasonable complexity and execution time. The 2D 

discrete cosine transform and its inverse transforms are 

mathematically represented in equation 1 and 2. 

���, �� = 	 	
√� �������� ∑ ∑ ���, ����� ��	������

	� ������������� ��� ��	������	� �                                            (1) 

���, �� = 	 	
√�∑ ∑ �����������, ����� ��	������

	� ������������� ��� ��	������	� �                                             (2) 

Where f(m,n) is the pixel representation in spatial domain 

and F(k,l) is its DCT coefficient, m and n represents the 

block size [10, 11]. 

�������� =  �
√	 !�", # = 0

1	&��&                         (3) 

2.3. Singular Value Decomposition (SVD) 

SVD is a linear algebraic transformation technique which 

is used in watermarking; it modifies the singular values of the 

entire host image by embedding the watermark data. The 

singular value specifies the luminance value of an image and 

the singular vector specifies the geometry of the image layer. 

The robustness of an image is increased by applying SVD 

because due to attacks, there is a large change in image 

which results in a very small change in watermarks.Let S 

denotes the real matrix of order� × � . The SVD of S in 

denoted as,� = "	(	#)  where σ is the diagonal matrix, u and 

v is orthogonal matrixes. SVD has fascinating properties:the 

transformation applied to an image may have an arbitrary 

size, which is not restricted to square image. And the singular 

value of image posses the intrinsic algebraic property of the 

image [12-14].  

3. Proposed Algorithm 

The watermark embedding in this proposed algorithm 

comprises of two stages. In the first stage the host image is 

divided into R, G and Bplanes. In which the Blue plane 

image is chosen for analysis because any change happened in 

the blue plane is not much sensible to Human vision [16, 17]. 

DWT and DCT are combined with SVD to improve the 

quality and robustness of the watermark. Many research 

works proved that the quality of the watermark is improved 

by combining more than one transformation techniques 

because, while various techniques are combined the 
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drawbacks of the one is met by another [20-23]. The host 

image is subjected into three levels of haar wavelet 

transformation technique. This decomposes the host image 

into four sub bands of identical bandwidth namely LL, LH, 

HL and HH. The magnitude of LL’s coefficients is very high 

at each level of decomposition and most of the energy is 

concentrated in LL sub bands. Thus, embedding in LL sub 

band increases the robustness of the watermark significantly. 

The reason for DWT preferenceis it has an important 

property called spatial locality.While embedding the 

watermark the wavelet transformation provides both 

frequency and spatial information of an image. Next DCT is 

applied to all sub-band of DWT because it has good 

perceptual invisibility and robustness. To increase the 

robustness of the watermark,SVD is applied to all its sub-

bands at last.  

Similarly two levels of haar wavelet transformation are 

applied to both watermarks. Any user specified information 

is chosen as primary watermark. In order to resolve 

ownership authentication fingerprint is used as secondary 

watermark. The DCT and SVD are applied further to both 

watermark images. The primary watermark is embedded into 

the secondary watermark and the resultant watermarked 

image is used as a watermark for the host image. Inverse 

SVD, Inverse DCT and Inverse DWT areperformed to obtain 

the watermarked image. 

In the second stage the scaling factor is slightly varied, 

which depends on the affected watermarked image, to 

improve the normalised correlation coefficientby using the 

same algorithm discussed earlier. On choosing a proper 

scaling factor, the robustness with minimum loss in quality 

can be improved because single scaling factor may not be 

suitable for all type of images when it is brutally corrupted 

by attacks. Hence a new approach is attempted to increase 

the quality and correlation coefficient of the retrieved 

watermark by varying the scaling factor of the watermarked 

image during extraction.  

4. Embedding Algorithm 

1. The image is subjected to 3 levelsDWT and LL sub-

band is chosen. 

2. Similarly 2 levels of DWT are applied to primary and 

secondary watermarks. 

3. DCT is applied all sub bands of Host image as well as 

the Watermark images,  

4. SVD is used to partition these values into u, v and σ. 

*+ =	"+�+#+)                                 (4) 

where	! = ℎ, -1, -2	,	h represents the singular values of host 

image w1 and w2 are the singular values of primary and 

secondary watermark. 

5. Modify the singular values of the diagonal matrix as, 

�+/ =	�0� + �0		 

�+// =	�� + ��+/ 2�3456478889 "�/ ��/ #�/)  

Si
’’
 represents the new singular value obtained from host 

and watermarks. 

6. Then apply inverse DCT and inverse DWT to obtain the 

watermarked image. 

Fig. 1.representsthe Embedding process where the Host 

image and Watermarks are embedded. 

5. Extraction Algorithm 

1. The watermarked image Wk is decomposed by 

applying 3 level DWT. 

2. Apply DCT and SVD to all sub-bands. 

3. Extract the singular value matrix S’’wk of the 

watermarked image Wk. 

S’’wk = (S’wk- Swk*)/α                    (5) 

S
*

wk– Diagonal matrix of Watermarked image 

S
’’

wk – Diagonal matrix of Extracted Watermark 

α– Scaling factor 

4. From S’’wk segregate the singular values of primary 

and secondary watermarks. 

5. Compute inverse SVD, DCT and DWT to obtain 

watermark images back. 

Fig 2 represents the extraction algorithm which retrieves 

the watermark images back after attempting with all feasible 

attacks.  

6. Experimental Result 

The proposed Discrete Wavelet Transform, Discrete 

Cosine Transform combined with a Singular Value 

Decomposition algorithm was examined with constant α and 

varying α. The Host is divided into Red, Blue and Green 

components. The Blue component alone is chosen for 

analysis. The Blue components so chosen because the 

characters utilized are not sensible to Human vision system 

[17]. The watermarking is done as per the embedding 

algorithm discussed in section 4. The robustness of the 

watermarked images are examined with all possible attacks, 

nearly 28 attacks is attempted to prove the resistance of 

primary as well as secondary watermarks. The proposed 

algorithm proves that in all the above attacks the watermark 

is retrieved back with better quality. The Peak Signal to 

Noise Ratio (PSNR) is used to measure the distortion 

between host image and watermarked image. The 

Normalized Correlation (NC) is used to find the similarities 

between the host image and watermarked image. The Peak 

Signal to Noise Ratio (PSNR), Mean Square Error (MSE) 

and Normalized correlation (NC) have been calculated by 

using, 

MSE = 
�

��∑ ∑ �:�!, ;� − W>∗�i, j�	�B���+��           (6) 

The PSNR is found using, 

PSNR = 10 log10 C	DDEFGHI                       (7) 
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and NC is given as, 

NC = 
∑ ∑ JK�+,B�0L∗�+,B�MNOPQ

R∑ ∑ �K�+,B��NOPQ
ER∑ ∑ �0L∗�+,B��NOPQ

E                     (8) 

where x(i,j) and W>∗�i, j�are the pixel values of host image 

and watermarked image respectively and m,n are used to 

specify the row and column of the images respectively.The 

algorithm is attempted with number of Host images and 

watermark images and at last the below given images are 

chosen. 

 

Fig. 1. Embedding technique. 
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Fig. 2. Process of extraction. 

 

Fig. 3. Host Image. 

 

Fig. 4. Primary Watermark. 

 

Fig. 5. Secondary Watermark. 

The Primary watermark is embedded with secondary 

watermark the resultant image is used as watermark for the 

host. The quality of the watermarked is best maintained with 

PSNR = 44.199 and NC = 0.9998. Both embedded 

watermarks are extracted back with best PSNR and NC as 

shown in Table.1. This shows that good imperceptibility is 

obtained by the proposed technique compared with the 

existing techniques [24, 25]. 

Table 1. PSNR and NC values of Watermarked and extracted watermarks. 

  PSNR NC 

Watermarked 
Image 

 

44.199 0.9998 

Extracted 

Primary 

Watermark 

 

286.5771 1 

Extracted 

secondary 

Watermark 

 

286.7791 1 

Thus the watermark existence is verified. The absolute 

difference shows that there is no difference between the 

original and extracted watermarks and the value of NC =1 

proves the quality. 

The robustness and resistance of the proposed technique is 

also verified with variety of attacks like Cropping with 

various dimensions, Rotation at various angles, Sharpening, 

Motion blur, Warping and added noises like Gaussian with 

varying variance, Poisson noise, Salt and Pepper noise, 

Speckle noise and various filtering like Median and 

Averaging, Histogram equalization, Rescaling and Contrast 

adjustment.Almost 28 attacks have been attempted to 

authenticate the resistance of watermarked image. 
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Table 2. Affected watermarked &Extracted watermarks after applying various attacks. 

Attacks 
Affected 

Watermarked Image 

Constant α Varying α 

Primary watermark Secondary Watermark Primary watermark Secondary Watermark 

Rotate 90 

     

Rotate 180 

     

Cropping [75 75 

350 350] 

     

Cropping [60 60 

450 450] 

 
  

  

Salt & Pepper 

Noise 0.02 

     

Salt & Pepper 
Noise 0.002 

     

Gaussian noise 

0.3 

     

Gaussian noise 

0.5 

     

Speckle noise 

0.04 

     

Speckle noise 

0.4 

     

Motion Blur 

     

Motion Blur 
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Attacks 
Affected 

Watermarked Image 

Constant α Varying α 

Primary watermark Secondary Watermark Primary watermark Secondary Watermark 

Sharpening 

Image 

     

Rotate 20 

     

Rotate 40 

     

Median 

Filtering 

    
 

 

Average 

Filtering 

  
 

 
 

 

Poisson Noise 

    
 

 

Warping 

     

Average 

Filtering 

  
 

   

Rescaling 0.50 

     

Rescaling 0.25 

     

Histogram 

Equalization 

     

Contrast 

Adjustment 
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Attacks 
Affected 

Watermarked Image 

Constant α Varying α 

Primary watermark Secondary Watermark Primary watermark Secondary Watermark 

JPEG 

Compression 
70% 

 
   

 

JPEG 

Compression 
50% 

     

JPEG 

Compression 
30% 

     

JPEG 
Compression 

10% 

     

Table 3. NC values of extracted watermarks with constant α and varying α. 

Attacks 
Constant α Varyingα 

PrimaryNC SecondaryNC PrimaryNC SecondaryNC 

Rotate 90 0.7077 0.7480 0.7077 0.7480 

Rotate 180 1 1 1 1 

Cropping [75 75 350 350] 0.7284 0.7296 0.7284 0.7296 

Cropping [60 60 450 450] 0.8802 0.8948 0.8802 0.8948 

Salt & Pepper Noise 0.02 -0.4718 -0.4237 0.0688 0.1633 

Salt & Pepper Noise 0.002 -0.4717 -0.4237 0.0689 0.1635 

Gaussian noise 0.3 -0.4730 -0.4252 0.0681 0.1626 

Gaussian noise 0.5 -0.4733 -0.4256 0.0680 0.1624 

Speckle noise 0.04 -0.4722 -0.4243 0.0685 0.1630 

Speckle noise 0.4 -0.4719 -0.4238 0.0687 0.1632 

Motion Blur 0.3638 0.4481 0.3862 0.4862 

Motion Blur 0.9194 0.9362 0.9354 0.9516 

Sharpening Image -0.4717 -0.4237 0.0691 0.1655 

Rotate 20 -0.2869 -0.2295 0.1625 0.2583 

Rotate 40 -0.3646 -0.3104 0.1521 0.2476 

Median Filtering -0.4717 -0.4236 0.0698 0.1635 

Average Filtering 0.8484 0.8542 0.9386 0.9494 

Poisson Noise -0.4718 -0.4237 0.0695 0.1645 

Warping 1 0.7340 1 0.9994 

Average Filtering 0.8484 0.8542 0.9395 0.9494 

Rescaling 0.50 1 1 1 1 

Rescaling 0.25 1 1 1 1 

Histogram Equalization -0.4750 -0.4278 0.0675 0.1618 

Contrast Adjustment -0.4690 -0.4206 0.0761 0.1708 

JPEG Compression 70% 0.7090 0.7588 0.7090 0.7588 

JPEG Compression 50% 0.9448 0.9560 0.9448 0.9560 

JPEG Compression 30% 0.9924 0.9940 0.9924 0.9940 

JPEG Compression 10% 0.9998 0.9998 0.9998 0.9998 

 

In all those attacks the watermarked image is corrupted 

brutally, even though the watermarks are extracted back with 

good quality. Certain attacks like noising, filtering and 

histogram equalization the primary as well as secondary 

watermarks are terribly affected. By varying the value of α 

randomly between 0 and 1 both the watermarks are retrieved 

back with good quality. Table 2 shows that the normalized 

correlation values of primary and secondary watermarks 

using constant α and varying α. Fig. 7 and 8 shows the 

normalized correlation values of primary and secondary 

watermarks have number of common similarity between 

different types of possible watermark attacks. Fig. 9 and 10 

shows the primary as well secondary normalized correlation 

values in most common image processing attacks like 

removal and geometric attacks. 

The Table2 shows the NC values are best maintained in 
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attacks like Rotation, Motion blur, Average filtering, 

Warping, Rescaling and JPEG Compression and good in 

attacks like Blurring and Cropping and to be improved in 

attacks like Noising, Sharpening, Histogram Equalization and 

Contrast adjustment. While comparing with existing 

techniques most of the normalized correlation values are 

improved except very few. 

 

Fig. 6. NC values of extractedwatermarks with constant α. 

 

Fig. 7. NC values of extractedwatermarks with varying α. 

 

Fig. 8. NC values of extracted primary watermarks with constant α and varying α. 
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Fig. 9. NC values of extracted secondary watermarks with constant α and varying α. 

7. Conclusion and Future Work 

The analysis was carried out by using an improved DWT-

DCT-SVD algorithm to fulfil the design criteria set to prove 

the hypothesis. The existing techniques have different 

sensitivities and robustness levels of different attacks of 

watermarks, but this algorithm shows the similarity between 

robustness levels of the extracted watermark. This proposed 

watermarking scheme not only guarantees the 

imperceptibility but also provides strong robustness to 

removal and geometric attacks. Both primary and secondary 

watermarks are extracted from the distorted watermarked 

image with high normalized correlation values after 

attempting most of the attacks. This algorithm reveals better 

performance in terms of image quality and robustness 

compared with the other related watermarking algorithm. The 

contribution of this paper to the advancement of digital 

image watermarking technology has summarised above. In 

future, an efficient algorithm may be developed to choose the 

random α value to adapt in the dual watermarking and the 

same may used in real world copyright protection systems. 
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